
Providing insurance professionals and

financial advisors with solutions for their clients

Our Services

Financial Advisors

Hoping to round out the team approach, our insurance and investment experts can assist �nancial advisors in areas that may not

be in their expertise. As more and more advisors become specialists in their �elds, they frequently look to us to provide back o�ce

support in the areas outside of the specialty.

Join the growing number of �nancial advisors that have enhanced their business productivity by relying on us to achieve their

goals. With less stress and more balance it is easier for �nancial advisors to �nd that much needed time to meet with clients. Our

wealth of experience also helps advisors to attract clients. 

We can identify product suitability, foster better time management, and ramp up business production for �nancial advisors. We

believe in the bottom line and pride ourselves as results-oriented specialists. Every advisor can bene�t from the services that we

provide. Let’s take the next step together.

Insurance Professionals

The majority of insurance professionals will represent far more products today than they ever have in the past. Loyalty remains to

the client and coming to TheBestGA allows you to have access to the best carriers and products in the industry.



the client and coming to TheBestGA allows you to have access to the best carriers and products in the industry.

Non-captive agents have a world of opportunity at their �ngertips, but it helps to have a navigator. Learn about the wide array of

insurance professionals that have built relationships through our ever expanding network. Insurance professionals can count on

our strong industry ties to guide their clients towards what makes the most sense for them.

TheBestGA makes the process of carrier and product selection both e�cient and practical. There is no substitute for trust in the

insurance industry. We all need the security of knowing that we are doing the right thing. This is something that our team of

accomplished agents feels strongly about. We look forward to the forging of new relationships with you by our side.

Human Resources Professionals

HR professionals can count on our experience to support their efforts during healthcare reform. Our independence and access to

all major insurance companies gives you the best opportunity for �nding the right products to meet your company's needs. 

Many HR professionals have already seen healthcare reform as a great way to engage with their senior leaders on a topic where

they need guidance. However, without a working knowledge base on legislation and products this can be an opportunity wasted.

Fortunately, TheBestGA is here to help. 

Our corporate bene�ts specialists advise HR professionals on healthcare costs, the value healthcare presents to employees, and

the best strategy to take as far as choosing products. We can help gain the satisfaction of both employees and management. Use

our expertise to make a difference for your company.

Accountants

Accountants are often faced with clients who have questions about �nancial products they may not be able to answer. We can

provide back o�ce support for insurance policy audits, analysis and recommendations. Ask us about the many ideas we have

given to accountants that have helped them to grow their practice.

Over the last decade, accountants have begun expanding into other areas of �nancial planning, including investments. We help to

provide the specialized knowledge you need to enhance your �rm’s reputation. With an entirely new generation of Americans

seeking advice on both taxes and �nance, the credibility of an accountant has never been more important.

TheBestGA gives you the opportunity to demonstrate greater �nancial pro�ciency with less effort and cost involved. It is our goal to

help you maintain and build upon the level of client trust that you have already established. All accountants are looking to add to the





number of tools they have to extend their client base. Join our network and embrace fresh new opportunities.

Attorneys

Attorneys are often faced with clients who have questions about �nancial products they may not be able to answer. We can

provide back o�ce support for insurance policy audits, analysis and recommendations. Ask us about the many ideas we have

given to attorneys that help them to grow their practice.

In recent years, the role that an attorney plays as an advisor has received more attention. We routinely assist lawyers who uncover

the need for �nancial counseling on behalf of their clients. TheBestGA can help you make important recommendations about both

investments and estate planning.

We are proud to be a trusted source of knowledge for attorneys and have helped foster the growth of many legal practices.

Whether you are faced with ful�lling a �nancial obligation or merely want a second opinion, our expertise is here to guide you.

TheBestGA is the perfect ridge for clients with �nancial needs. We will cross it with you.




